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known by his name also bears resemblance to the Oechelhauser.
That there are difficulties to be overcome in the construction	|
and working of large gas engines, particularly those working on
the two-stroke cycle, is shown by the history of the generating
station for lighting and tramway work which was established	j
some years ago at Johannesburg. The plant was operated with
Oechelhauser gas engines driven by gas from Poetter producers	i
using Transvaal coal. Prom the beginning many difficulties
arose in the operation of this plant, mainly on account of the
lack of requisite experience in, the manufacture and operation of
similar installations. The cost per unit is reported to have been
ff ^	higher than was anticipated, and the plant has since been shut
pi ^	down.   This occurrence must not be taken to show that Oechel-
i|'I;;  ,	hauser engines are unsuitable for heavy work, since in numerous
»!,'jlj	places on the Continent engines of this make are working well.
fpi	Later designs of opposed piston engines are the Camellaird-
| /J	Fullagar Diesel engine and the Doxford Diesel engine.    The
former is of the two-stroke type, having oil fuel injection at
the centre of the long cylinder. In its vertical form the top
piston instead of being connected to the crankshaft through
side rods, as in the Oechelhauser, is connected to the bottom
crosshead of the adjacent cylinder by diagonal rods. In the
Doxford engine, oil fuel is injected by a pump working up to
7,000 Ib. per sq. inch.
81. Other Types of Engines.—There are a number of British
and foreign makes of engine (e.g. the Ehrhardt and Sehmer
engine) which work on the four-cycle double-acting principle,
giving an explosion per revolution for each cylinder, so
that for two cylinders placed tandem every stroke is a
II 5	working stroke just as in a steam engine. With the tandem
arrangement there is the advantage that the motion towards
each dead centre is always accompanied by a compression
stroke ; this leads to a cushioning action which is useful as an
aid to overcoming the inertia effects due to the moving parts.
Engines of this type have met with much success, thus Mathot,*
writing in Gas and Oil Power, stated that: " A 600 H.P. double-
acting Ehrhardt and Sehmer engine, with two tandem cylin-
ders, was tested, without previous cleaning, after four months*
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